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PAD LONDON MAKES A STRONG COMEBACK
International Collectors and Art enthusiasts out in force
for the 14th edition of the Flagship Design Fair

Booth of Nilufar Gallery at PAD London 2022

PAD London concluded on Sunday, with strong results across art, design and jewellery reaching,
if not surpassing pre-Covid levels. The 14th edition of the fair marked the great return of PAD on
Berkeley Square following two years of online-only activity. Over the course of seven days, the
prestigious fair saw over 30,000 visitors flocking through the doors of its iconic tent. The 62
exhibitors, including 21 newcomers, also reported important sales throughout the week, with
prices fuelled by European demand but also American, Asian, Indian, and Middle Eastern
collectors who made their big comeback to the British capital.
Award-winning designs drive sales
This year saw the return of the highly respected PAD Prizes awarded by leading personalities
from the worlds of design, art and fashion. The winning works and booths attracted a lot of
attention from collectors, resulting in rapid sales.
Winner of the Contemporary Design Prize, Francesco Perini’s Casamona table which was
presented by Gallery FUMI, swiftly found a buyer on the opening day. Khrysos, a textile sculpture
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by Danish artist Signe Emdal, which had been awarded the Contemporary Art Prize, sold on the
booth of Maria Wettergren on the same day. The Danish art dealer whose eponymous Parisian
gallery specialises in contemporary Scandinavian design and pioneered the market for textile art
reported several other sales, including the breath-taking Membrane table in marble by Mathias
Bengtsson and another textile sculpture by Signe Emdal, Tara 21.

Booth of Galerie Maria Wettergren at PAD London 2022

Reputed for its outstanding showcase of 20th-century Design, this edition also brought together
prominent specialists in the field. Winner of the Booth Prize, Jacques Lacoste who showcased a
desk and chair by the French Art Deco icon Paul Dupré-Lafon in front of a monumental collage
by Matisse, recorded “excellent sales” and noticed that “collectors’ appetite for beautiful design
remained very strong despite the current climate.”

Booth of Jacques Lacoste at PAD London 2022

Unabated Demand for Art & Design
Contemporary design was high in demand, with many important works finding a buyer within the
first hours of the fair. For his first participation at PAD, Parisian architect and interior designer
Charles Zana sold the entirety of his booth. He also reported having “connected with established
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French collectors but also with new British, European and Indian clients”. Galerie kreo sold a rare
sofa by Marc Newson during the Collectors’ Preview on Monday.

Booth of Galerie Kreo at PAD London 2022

On the same day, Belgian gallery Spazio Nobile placed half of its offering, including a work by
Norwegian ceramic artist Ann Beate Tempelhaug, which was acquired by a London-based Italian
collector. The same collector bought a wall installation, Urushi Lacquer Leaf by the Taiwanese
artist Pao Hui Kao whose work is increasingly sought after by international collectors. Spazio
Nobile also presented a series of new works by the artist, all of which sold to a Swiss collector.

Red Urushi Paper Pleats (2022) by Pao Hui Kao (Spazio Nobile)

Museums and Foundations in attendance
In addition to international collectors, museums, private foundations, and other arts groups
attended the fair. The OMM (Odunpazarı Modern Museum), a Turkish cross-cultural platform for
modern and contemporary art acquired the "Scary Vase in Tropical Purple" by British ceramic
artist Faye Hadfield presented by Ceramics Now. The independent art project specialising in
contemporary ceramics and led by Florian Daguet-Bresson, was taking part in the fair for the first
time and generated a lot of interest, with a colourful selection of pieces described as “fresh” and
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“audacious”. The Boghossian Foundation purchased two large tapestries by Belgian artist Vera
Vermeersch represented by Spazio Nobile.

Scary Vase in Tropical Purple (2022) by Faye Hadfield (Ceramics Now)
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